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TO FILL YOUR FITNESS 

CLASSES
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yay!  welcome!
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When the peeps are not showing 

up to your classes there is always 

a reason. 

Too often, we take it personally 

and feel like we are doing 

something wrong or that we need 

to be doing more. 

So, you gobble up tons more certifications & licenses to 

bump up your qualifications & knowledge.  You bend 

over backwards offering all of these classes and sit and 

wait, with baited breath and crossed fingers. 

It's tiring.  It's expensive.  It's time consuming. 

Where is that consistent crowd of peeps? 
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Don't fret!  They are

watching.  They are waiting. 

You have to be where the 

peeps are hanging out in 

order to get them to come 

over to your party. 

And you can do it easily and 

for free.  Just stay consistent.

You can easily and swiftly establish yourself as THE 

instructor that people want to take classes with and 

it's not about shouting your class schedule from the 

roof tops (or greasy sales tactics).  That's not how we 

play anymore. 

No one wants to try your fitness classes.  Sorry.  Does 

that hurt?  Well, IT doesn't work anymore.  The "I have 
this great class, you should come!" approach is 

D-E-A-D. 
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With these ninja tips to fill your fitness classes, you 

now have a way to get yourself in front of the peeps 

where they are hanging out THE MOST. 

Isn't that exciting???!!!??  And the best part . . . it's free! 

  

So, let's start by looking at how you are putting 

yourself out there and make some tweaks . . . it all 

starts with the 27 Ninja Tips! 

Read through all of the tips.   At the end of each 
section, select the tips that you will implement and 
put into action NOW.  Then, at the end, answer the 
questions honestly.  Just let your creativity flow!

xoxo,
Angela
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FILL your Fitness Classes
FACEBOOK

1. Use the space in your profile banner to post your class 
schedule/offerings.

2. Post a link to your website/class schedule in the description of 
your FB profile banner.

3. Create a FB profile banner that highlights YOU as a health 
& fitness professional.

4. Create a FB "like" page/business page all about YOU and your 
classes/offerings.

5. Use the banner space in your FB like page to advertise your 
schedule & offerings.

6. Post a promotional video directly into FB (don't use a youtube 
link), upload directly.

7. Post a demo video of you highlighting the latest moves they will 
do in your classes.

8. Post A LOT of value - like recipes, tips, & tricks - then post 
about your classes!  80% value/20% classes

9. Post raving testimonials with pics!

10. Post recognition of & praise for peeps, with pics!
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FILL Your Fitness Classes
FACEBOOK CONT . . .

11. Create a private FB group with your peeps & interested 
potential peeps.

12. Post helpful content in your private FB group daily.

13. Use the banner space in your FB group to highlight 
events/deals/specials/recognition.

14. Create FB events!

15. Create a second personal FB profile if you want to keep your 
business separate from your personal life.

Which 5 - 7 actions will you start doing on FB?
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FILL Your Fitness Classes
DIGITAL TRICKS

16. Always have your class schedule and offerings easy peasy to 
locate on your website!

17. Personally email your peeps!  Use automated email systems.

18. Set up automatic emails in a contact management system 
to add value to your peeps' lives on a regular basis.

19. Follow up, follow up, follow up - don't just sent one and then run

20. Text your peeps! (get their permission first!)
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Which digital trick will you step up and do 

today?  Pick one!



FILL Your Fitness Classes
"REAL" LIFE STRATEGIES

21. Wear & share baby!  Got those sweats that have "bootcamp" 
written down the leg?  They'll ask you about your 
classes/offerings at the grocery store if you do!

22. De-clutter your fliers!  Just stick with the basic info, benefits, 
and your website/contact info, pic & CALL TO ACTION!

23. Get THEIR business card!  You hand over your card and you 
might as well say "here, will you throw this away for me?"  NO! 
 Get their contact info!

24. Yes, car magnets work!

25. Try talking with people without mentioning your 
classes/offerings (I know it's hard sometimes!!  haha).  Build 
who YOU are and how much YOU care.
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Which "real" life strategy will you implement?



FILL Your Fitness Classes
THE BIG GUNS

26. CONFIDENCE!!!  Honey, you gotta own your zone!!!  People 
want to come to a fitness class that ROCKS, not one where the 
instructor is second guessing herself.

27. BELIEF!!!  Believe in yourself, your capabilities and what you 
are teaching.  If you doubt, people will sense it and won't waste 
their time or stay committed.  You've got this!
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Where are you lacking confidence?   

What can you do to gain more? 

On a scale of 1 - 10, how much do you believe in 

(1) yourself , (2) your success and the success of 

(3) your clientele?


